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SECTION - I

All the first ten questions are compulsory. They carry 1 mark each.

7. Find f,, for the function flx,y)= 4x3y x'? y .

2. Show that 2xy -9x2 , (zy + x'z - l)4 = o is exact.
'dx

3. Define divergence of a vector field.

4. Define del operator in Cartesian coordinates.

5. Write the value of e3r .

6. Find 4 of gcosn{zxo).
dx

P.T.O.



7. Find 3L where zr = eli and zr= s?t .

z2

2'1
8. Evaluate { lt"xayax.

_30

9, Reverse the order of integration in ! I t(x,ypyax.
00

10. Set up a double integral of (x, y) overthe region given by 0.y.10.x.y'.

(10 x,l = 10 Marks)

sEcIoN -
Answer any eight questions from among the questions 11 to 26. These questions
carry 2 marks each.

I 1. Find the total differential of the function (x, y) = cos xy.

12. Find { for the functton f\x,y) = x2 * xy ,given that / - sin 1 x
dx

13. Define Saddle point.

14. Find ! , !-'- tor (x? * y2 - z2 )5t2-. 1 .Ax dy

15. Find the Laplacian of the scalar {ield d = x'yz.

16. Find curtF tor lheveclor field F(r,y,z)= yri *xy'i *yz'i

17. Find the direction in which the function f(x,y) = xev increase interest at the point
(2.0).

18. Find the gradient of the scalar lield d=x2y+yz.
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.19.. Write the real dnd imaginary pai- ot l,where z' is the conjugate of z-

20. Express sin 3, in terms of powers of sin B.

21. Prove that ,' -1-zitin n0,if z =e'P .

zn

,l
22. Suppose sinh x = i tind the exact value of x

, 23. Evaluate in" double integral !!rV'*ae over the rectangle

R - {k,Y);-s <., <z,o< Y s 1}.

444
24. Evaluate ll lrrzaxayazc00

25. Find an expression for a volume element in spherical polar coordinates.

26. Find the Jacobian for x - rsin 0cose, y -rsinasind.z - rcosB.

(8x2=16Marks)

sEcTroN - l

Answer any six questions from among the questions 27 to 38. These questions carry
4 marks each.

27. Show that t! =* for the function flx, yl = f cos x.
AxAy AyAx

28. Find the Taylor expansion, up to quadratic terms in x-1 and y-1, of
2x2 -3xy + x about the point (l,l).

29. Oiscuss method of Lagrange undetermined multipliers.
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30. A particle moves in three dimensiohal space with velocig i(r)=i+t/+12[where
t is the time variable. Find the position vector of the particle when , = 1 given that
the particle is at (- 1,24) when I = 0.

31. tf i= xi*yl ,zi showtnataivsrao (1)-e.

32. Show that the acceleration of a particle travelling along a trajectory (f) is given

, ,-, dv" v2 -
DY atl)=-, +-adtp

where y is the speed of the particle, i is the unit tangent to the tmjectory, /i is its
principal normal and p is its radius of curvature.

33. Prove that ro3 = 1 dnd 1+a2 +a3 =0.

34. Solve lhe equ alion 24 -323 -22+6=0.

35. Show that l'is a real number.

,l: -"Y'
36. Draw the region of integratlon and evaluate I I xsin ydxay.

00

37. Find the volume of the solid bounded by the cylinder x2 +y2 =4 and the planes

y+z=4 and z=0

a2 _
38. Evaluate I ll ro -taxay .

0.1

(6x4=24Marks)
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SECTION - IV

Answer any two questions from among the questions 39 to 44. These questions carry

15 marks each.

39. (a) Locate all relative extrema and saddle points of

f(x,Y\= 2x3 
"6'rz -3Y3 -150x

(b) The temperature ofa point (x,y) on a unit circle is given by T (x,y) = xy. Find
the temperature of the two hottest points on the circle.

40. (a) Find expressions For the equations of the tangent plane and line normal to

the surface 6(x,y,z)=c at the po,nt P with coordinates xo,yo,z6. Use the

results to Find the equations of the tangent plane and the line normal to the

surface of the sph ere O = x2 + t? * I = a2 ai the point (0,0, a).

/ -\ / '1(b) Find v.(v^F) anO v,lv-6|v16s1g F(x, y, z )= sin x i ' cos(x - y)j * z[ .

41. (a) Find the derivative with respect to x of e5'(cos7x) using complex

exponential.

(b) Evaluate the integral / = Jeu'cos 0xdx.

42. (a) Use a triple integral to Find the volume of the solid within the cylinder

f+f=gandbetweentheplanesz= l and x+ z= 5.

(b) Evaluate Jjf,zdv, where G is the wedge in the lirst octant cut off from the

cylindrical solid f + l3 1 and the planesy= x andx = 0.

43. (a) n 
" =r(l.v .Z) rind the value ot ,!*v!, r!.''- \yzr) ax'aY az

(b) Show that v xQ6l=v Pxa + fv^a.
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44. (a)

(b)

Solve the hyperbolic equation coshx -Ssinhx - 5 = 0.

Evaluate the double integral , = I[(. . 1/7- f )axor 
. wtrere R is the region

bounded by the circle I + f = a2.

(2 x '15 = 30 Marks)
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